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The year is culminating to an end and it calls on all of us to jointly reflect on the road
traversed we in the quest to build on the foundation that has been laid throughout the
course of 2019. It’s a year that has served as a good barometer for the future of this
municipality. We have managed to plough a solid foundation for the subsequent years
through Council decisions taken in the absolute interest of the people of Great Kei
Municipality.

This was a year of getting the fundamentals right as Jim Rohn once reflected that
“

This approach was necessary owing to
our recent past that was characterized by hallmarks of bad governance we therefore
had to revert back to basics in an effort of fulfilling our constitutional obligations as
mandated by the people of Great Kei.
Local government is anchored on the legislative & executive authority which resides in
the council, the administration and our communities. For us to change the lives of our
people these arms must work in concert. During the Council meeting of 29th of May
2019 I made the following remarks:

The appointment of the Municipal Manager was intended to ensure administrative stability as it serves as the implementing
agent of council resolutions. We are pleased to note that the decision is serving its intended purpose. As council decisions
are being implemented with the desired execution. We have equally appointed a CFO and this too bodes well for the
mitigation of our challenges and our strategic objectives as the municipality.

This year we were once again responsive to the desires of our people as encapsulated in our IDP wherein the projects that
were earmarked for this period were completed within the prescribed period. As we were handing over these projects in
the affected communities we reaffirmed our purpose in stating that ours is to be a government of the people and therefore
our compass is informed by a mantra that says “By the people for the people”. We reminded our people that they are not
being served any favours when we implement aspirations contained in their IDP we are merely heeding to their directives.

Above all I have stated that council resolutions require implementers and that’s where our administration plays a pivotal
role hence it was a must for the administrative arm to be stabilized. Our council resolutions are forever pinned on altering
the face of our communities for the better and our administration ensures these are implemented without fail. It is against
this background we want to express words of gratitude to all staff that have rallied on the call for renewed governance for
our municipality.



It is our hope that you will be well rested for the New Year as we shall
endeavour to build on the foundation we have laid. To our communities we
thank you for participating in the affairs of your Municipality throughout
the course of the year and for holding this council accountable in an effort
of ensuring that good governance is inculcated and services are rendered
optimally to our constituencies.

, conduct your
affairs responsibly as we need you in 2020 and further spread love to those
that find themselves in the most unfortunate circumstances during this time
of the year.

Yours in clean governance

Cllr N.W. Tekile
Hon Mayor: Great Kei Municipality



Inter-municipality Car Partnership

Due to the financial constraints that the municipality has faced, it
has been a challenge to buy cars, which has put a strain on the very
few cars that the municipality had, and also meant that service
delivery was hampered due to a shortage in cars. Having a shortage
in cars has meant that the municipality is heavily challenged in
fulfilling its IDP Obligations, so the 9 vehicles will be of great
assistance.

Inter-Governmental Relations  (IGR) encourages that government
departments work as one, so as to complement one another, this
ensures that IGR doesn’t remain a theoretical exercise, but is also
implemented practically. The GKM entered into an agreement with
Buffalo City Municipality to donate its fleet of cars that was to be
auctioned off to our Municipality. An agreement has been signed
and the following vehicles will now be the property of GKM
Municipality:

·  TLB (X 1)

·  Compactor Truck (X 1)

·  Bakkies ( X 5 )

·  Sedans  ( X2 )

Double Blessing, would be the best description of the good
fortune that befell our municipality on 3 December 2019 when
we received a “new” fleet of cars (9) which were welcomed

not only by happy staffers, but by the outpour of rain, which hit heavily
as soon as the cars arrived. Rain is synonymous with blessings,
therefore, the much needed rain which welcomed the cars was another
blessings as we face a drought within the Amathole Region.

The Cars were handed over at the BCM Braelyn Traffic Department
by BCM Executive Mayor Cllr Xola Pakati, who was accompanied by
BCM Municipal manager Mr Andile Sihlahla. GKM Mayor Cllr
Ngenisile Tekile was also accompanied by GKM municipal manager
Mr Lawrence Mambila. The two political heads signed a co -
operation agreement on the transfer of these assets.



2020 Back to School Campaign

January is a time of the year when many parents are excited about the new beginnings for their children, it’s a time when children start the
new school year, new dreams, new schools, new hope, new school uniform. For many parents though, this is a time of anxiety, because
they have not been able to get that extra cash that will enable them to buy that new pair of school shoes/new shirt/new school jersey which
were not just a want but a need, because the ones used in the previous year were so badly torn/damaged that there is no more repairing
of them that can make them “wearable” again.

The most poverty stricken families can barely make ends meet, so having a new uniform is  a luxury to them. Their children look in awe at
other children who have new unifroms at the start of the year and dream of a day when they can buy themselves new clothes ‘Xa ndimdala
ndizazithengela impahla entle, Xa ndimdala abantwana bam bazawubaneempahla ezintsha xa besiya eskolwni”, are some of the things you
may hear them sadly say.

The Back to Basics approach is based on 5 key pillars. The Pillar we will be basing this campaign on is the Good Governance and Public
Participation pillar. With this Pillar we aim to awake the basic principle of Ubuntu, which is “Umntu ngumntu ngabantu” – those with
means are therefore going to be requested to help drive this campaign. We will assist the most poverty stricken families by buying them a
new year back to school uniform hamper, we aim to put a smile on the faces of the most hopeless, mostly the aim is to remove the burden
on the backs of those moms who will be stressing about not being able to get their children the basics to start a new year.
The municipality however is still in financial recovery mode, therefore the project will be a personally/individually funded Corporate Social
Investment drive.

· Our vision is that we have a minimum of 10 families across the 7 wards benefit from this drive.

· Its envisaged that the ward councillors will help us identify the families so that they may be informed in due time
and so that the correct size Hampers are brought.

· The Honourable Mayor will then identify a preschool which will be the beneficiary of the preschool hamper (
Again we would like to find one with minimum resources)
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